
THEGHOST FLUIDMETHOD FORNUMERICAL TREATMENTOF DISCONTINUITIES AND INTERFACES
RONALD P. FEDKIWUCLA Mathematis Departmente-mail: rfedkiw�math.ula.eduAbstrat.The Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) has reently been developed to handleinterfaes in a robust and eÆient fashion leading to a general lass of\boundary ondition apturing" tehniques based on the identi�ation of\ontinuous" and \disontinuous" variables and the subsequent treatmentof these variables to allow seamless �nite di�erening aross the interfae.1. IntrodutionThe most ommonly used omputational methods for interfaes are fronttraking, volume of uid, and level set methods. While eah of these meth-ods have well known strengths and weaknesses, only the level set methodwill be addressed in this paper, sine the GFM has been developed usinglevel set tehniques for the interfae. However, it should be noted that theGFM is not a level set spei� method and ould be extended to fronttraking or volume of uid formulations in a straightforward way. Level Setmethods were �rst presented in (Osher and Sethian, 1988) where the timedependent level set equation �t + ~W � r� = 0 (1)was used to keep trak of the interfae loation as the set of points where� = 0. Although � is initialized as a smooth signed distane funtion, itusually loses this desirable property as the interfae deforms under theveloity ~W making it neessary to apply reinitialization in order to keepjr�j � 1 (Sussman et. al., 1994). Another useful equationI� + ~N � rI = 0 (2)



2 RONALD P. FEDKIWan be used to extrapolate the quantity I in the normal diretion (Fedkiwet. al., 1999a).2. ConservationTraditionally, Eulerian based numerial methods for ompressible ow arebased on the Lax-Wendro� Theorem (Lax and Wendro�, 1960) whih di-tates that numerial methods should be fully onservative, and it is wellknown that nononservative methods produe shoks with inorret speedsand strengths. However, (Karni, 1996) advoates nononservative form atontat disontinuities whih are lower dimensional sets (e.g. one dimen-sional in a two dimensional alulation) that move with the loal uidveloity. In (Karni, 1996), full onservation was applied away from inter-faes and a nononservative method was applied near interfaes withoutadversely e�eting the shok speeds or strengths. Sine shoks do not moveat the loal interfae veloity, any portion of a shok is only in ontat withan interfae, and thus the nononservative method, on a set of measure zeroin spae and time minimizing the aumulation of errors.While it is true that others have used nononservative disretizations,there is no doubt that the work in (Karni, 1996) is responsible for markedlyinreasing their popularity in the shok apturing ommunity where tradi-tionally shemes were thought to require onservation at all ost. In part,this is beause (Karni, 1996) identi�ed and �xed large numerial osilla-tions introdued at interfaes by the fully onservative sheme presentedin (Mulder et. al., 1992). It is interesting to note that many front trak-ing and volume of uid shemes are atually nononservative, i.e. they donot satisfy the strit ux di�erening onservation form usually thoughtto be required by the Lax-Wendro� Theorem. In this sense, many of theseshemes share similar properties with the sheme in (Karni, 1996). For ex-ample, onsider the front traking approah in (Pember et. al., 1995) wherea high order Godonuv method is used to obtain a nononservative updatenear the traked interfae and a fully onservative update away from thetraked interfae. All ow features inluding shok speeds and strengthsas well as the speed of the traked front are orretly determined as isensured by the solutions of the appropriate Riemann problems. Note thatthe authors go one step further and orret the lak of onservation at theinterfae using a redistribution proedure (Chern and Colella, 1987) whihis presumably not neessary for obtaining a grid resolved solution, but isonly used to maintain exat onservation. In fat, the nature of this redis-tribution proedure does not allow strit appliation of the Lax-Wendro�Theorem, and one has to believe that the orret solutions are obtainedbeause the numerial method is fully onservative exept at the lower di-



THE GHOST FLUID METHOD 3mensional traked interfae whih is updated orretly based on solutionsof the appropriate Riemann problems. Similar loss of exat onservationours in volume of uid methods where nonphysial overshoots may ourin the volume fration equation (Pukett et. al., 1997). These overshootsan be ignored violating onservation, or redistributed in a manner similarto (Chern and Colella, 1987) to preserve exat onservation.3. Isobari FixThe well known \overheating e�et" ours when a shok reets o� of asolid wall boundary ausing overshoots in temperature and density, whilepressure and veloity remain onstant. In one spatial dimension, a solid wallboundary ondition an be applied with the aid of ghost ells by onstrut-ing a symmetri pressure and density reetion and an asymmetri normalveloity reetion about the solid wall. Then a shok wave impinging onthe wall will ollide with a shok in the ghost ells that has equal strengthtraveling in the opposite diretion produing the desired shok reetion.In (Meniko�, 1994) and (Noh, 1978), the authors showed that overheatingerrors are a symptom of smeared out shok pro�les and that sharper shoksusually produe less overheating. In addition, they showed that the pressureand veloity equilibrate quikly, while errors in the temperature and densitypersist. In order to dissipate these errors in temperature and density, (Noh,1978) proposed adding arti�ial heat ondution to the numerial methodin a form similar to arti�ial visosity. Later, (Donat and Marquina, 1996)proposed a ux splitting method with a built in heat ondution mehanismthat dissipates these errors throughout the uid.At this point, it is instrutive to onsider the one dimensional Eulerequations and the assoiated Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions for a dis-ontinuity moving at speed D. Sine a solid wall moves at the loal owveloity, D = VN and Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions of [VN ℄ = 0,[p℄ = 0, and 0 = 0 desribe the relationship between the external ow�eldand the internal one, i.e. both the normal veloity and the pressure mustbe ontinuous aross the solid wall boundary extending into the ghost ells.Sine these jump onditions are inherently part of the equations and thuspart of any onsistent numerial method, jumps in pressure and veloityare hard to maintain for any duration of time at a solid wall boundary, i.e.jumps between the uid values and the ghost ell values are quikly dis-sipated. In this sense, one an think of pressure and veloity equilibrationat a solid wall boundary as an intrinsi ation of the boundary onditions.Note that there is no suh ondition for the temperature or the density. Inthe ase of a omplete equation of state (Davis, 1985), only one variablein the linearly degenerate �eld need be de�ned and all other variables an



4 RONALD P. FEDKIWbe determined from the equation of state relations. In this sense, one anstate that there is no boundary ondition for the linearly degenerate �eldas is emphasized by the trivially satis�ed jump ondition 0 = 0. Sine asolid wall boundary is an initial boundary value problem, the value of thetemperature at the wall must ome from initial data as one an see fromSt + ~V � rS = 0 (3)whih states that entropy is adveted along streamlines of the uid implyingthat the entropy near the wall stays near the wall sine the wall moves withthe loal uid veloity. We stress that this equation is only valid for smoothow and is not true for streamlines that ross shok waves, i.e. entropyjumps aross a shok wave. However, shok waves do not move at the samespeed as solid wall boundaries so this equation is true near the wall mostof time, i.e. exept for a lower dimensional subset of spae and time.In (Fedkiw et. al., 1999), equation 3 was used to develop the IsobariFix whih is a boundary ondition type of treatment for the linearly degen-erate �eld at a solid wall boundary. The Isobari Fix modi�es the linearlydegenerate �eld at a solid wall without hanging the values of the pressureor the normal veloity. Noting that entropy is adveted along streamlinesand that streamlines are ontinuous, the entropy errors at the wall are re-paired using new values of entropy extrapolated from the surrounding ow.For example, replaing the entropy at the wall with the entropy of theneighboring ell gives a �rst order aurate value of the entropy at the wallfor smooth entropy pro�les. Higher order aurate extrapolation an beused as well, but this has been found to be quite dangerous in pratie dueto the presene of disontinuous shok waves that ause large overshootswhen extrapolating. In multiple spatial dimensions, the solid wall an berepresented as the zero level of a level set funtion and moved rigidly usingequation 1 where ~W is the spatially onstant wall veloity or deformed withequation 1 and a spatially varying ~W . Then the Isobari Fix an be appliedusing equation 2 with I = S.4. Ghost Fluid MethodSimilar to a solid wall boundary, a level set funtion an be used to traka ontat disontinuity as the set of points where � = 0 separating twodi�erent uids that eah satisfy the Euler equations with di�erent equationsof state. Sine the equation of state properties are disontinuous aross theinterfae, the disretization tehniques are employed in a similar fashion asfor a solid wall boundary, exept that they are applied twie, i.e. one foreah uid. Coneptually, eah grid point orresponds to one uid or theother and ghost ells an be de�ned at every point in the omputational



THE GHOST FLUID METHOD 5domain so that eah grid point ontains the mass, momentum, and energyfor the real uid that exists at that point (aording to the sign of thelevel set funtion) and a ghost mass, momentum, and energy for the otheruid that does not really exist at that grid point (the uid from the otherside of the interfae). One the ghost ells are de�ned, standard one phasenumerial methods an be used on the entire domain for eah uid, i.e. wenow have two separate single uid problems. After eah uid is advanedin time, the level set funtion is updated using equation 1 with ~W = ~V(the loal uid veloity), and the sign of the level set funtion is used todetermine the appropriate real uid values at eah grid point. Note thatghost ells are de�ned everywhere for exposition, but only a band of 3 to 5ghost ells is atually used in pratie.Sine ontat disontinuities move at the loal uid veloity, the Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions for a ontat disontinuity are the same as thosefor a solid wall boundary, i.e. [VN ℄ = 0, [p℄ = 0, and 0 = 0. In multiple spa-tial dimensions, the 0 = 0 jump ondition is repeated sine the tangentialveloities are also governed by the linearly degenerate �eld, e.g. in threespatial dimensions one an only determine the pressure and normal velo-ities from the boundary onditions, while the entropy and both tangentialveloities remain undetermined. Note that in the ase of the full visousNavier-Stokes equations, the physial visosity imposes ontinuity of thetangential veloities, and thermal ondutivity imposes ontinuity of thetemperature. Sine ertain properties are disontinuous aross the inter-fae, one should be areful when applying �nite di�erene methods arossthe interfae, sine di�erening disontinuous quantities leads erroneouslyto terms of the form 14x that inrease without bound as the grid is re�ned.Therefore, the layer of ghost ells should be introdued so that there is on-tinuity with the neighboring uid that needs to be disretized. For variablesthat are already ontinuous aross the interfae, e.g. pressure and normalveloity, the ghost uid values an be set equal to the real uid values ateah grid point impliitly apturing the orret interfae values of thesevariables. This is the key mehanism in oupling the two distint sets ofEuler equations. On the other hand, the disontinuous variables move withthe speed of the interfae (see equation 3), and information in these vari-ables does not ross the interfae and is not oupled to the orrespondinginformation on the other side of the interfae. Moreover, in order to avoidnumerial smearing or spurious osillations these disontinuous variablesshould not be nonphysially oupled together or fored to be ontinuousaross the interfae. The most obvious way of de�ning the disontinuousvariables in the ghost ells is by extrapolating that information from theneighboring real uid nodes, e.g. the entropy an be extrapolated into theghost ells using equation 2 in exatly the same way as it was when apply-



6 RONALD P. FEDKIWing the Isobari Fix produing a ontinuous entropy pro�le. Sine entropyis harateristi of the equation of state information and the uid itself, wedenoted this method the Ghost Fluid Method (Fedkiw et. al., 1999a), i.e.ghost ells that are physially loated in one uid are �lled with entropyfrom the neighboring uid hanging the kind of uid in these ells withouthanging the way these ells behave, i.e. without hanging the pressure andnormal veloity. Note that, similar to the Isobari Fix, one does not haveto deal diretly with the entropy but an hoose any variable in the linearlydegenerate �eld, e.g. density or temperature. Sine the tangential veloitiesare disontinuous as well, a similar extrapolation proedure is used to treatthese variables making use of a basis free projetion method (Fedkiw et.al., 1999a).5. Other DisontinuitiesFor a simple ontat disontinuity, the variables were separated into twosets based on their ontinuity aross the interfae. The ontinuous variableswere opied into the ghost uid in a node by node fashion apturing theorret interfae values, while the disontinuous variables were extrapolatedin a one-sided fashion to avoid errors due to numerial dissipation. In orderto apply this idea to a general interfae moving at speed D in the normaldiretion, one needs to orretly determine the ontinuous and disontinu-ous variables for a general interfae problem. For example, onsider a shokwave where all variables are disontinuous, and extrapolation of all vari-ables for both the pre-shok and post-shok uids obviously gives the wronganswer sine the physial oupling is ignored. We state, \For eah degreeof freedom that is oupled aross a disontinuity, one an de�ne a variablewhih is ontinuous aross the disontinuity, and all remaining degrees offreedom an be expressed as disontinuous variables whih an be extrapo-lated aross the interfae in a one-sided fashion." as the key to extendingthe GFM. In the ase of the Euler equations, onservation of mass, momen-tum, and energy an be applied to any disontinuity in order to abstratontinuous variables, i.e. the Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions always di-tate the oupling between the pre-disontinuity and post-disontinuity u-ids. In (Fedkiw et. al., 1999b), the Rankine-Hugoniot relations were usedin three spatial dimensions to de�ne F�, F�VN , ~F�VT , and FE as ontinu-ous variables aross a disontinuity whih has speed D 6= ~VN , i.e. whenthe disontinuity is not a ontat disontinuity. This allowed us to developa GFM that impliitly aptures the interfae values of these ontinuousquantities at shoks, detonations, and deagrations, i.e. the method im-pliitly aptures the Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions without numerialsmearing.



THE GHOST FLUID METHOD 7When the GFM is used for general disontinuities, one needs to au-rately �nd the interfae speed D for equation 1 with ~W = D ~N . For shokwaves and detonation waves, D an be found by solving an appropriateRiemann problem in a node by node fashion (Fedkiw et. al., 1999b). Infat, there is no reason one annot solve a Riemann problem in the ase ofa ontat disontinuity as well using ~W = D ~N in equation 1 as opposed to~W = ~V (the less aurate loal uid veloity) (Fedkiw et. al., 1999b). Notethat a ombination of ghost ells and Riemann problems is ommonly usedin front traking algorithms, see e.g. (Glimm et. al., 1980) and (Glimm et.al., 1999) where a Riemann problem is solved at the interfae and the re-sults are extrapolated into the ghost ells. The di�erene between the GFMand typial front traking is in the order of operations, i.e. front trakingalgorithms �rst solve a Riemann problem and then extrapolate while theGFM extrapolates �rst and then solves the Riemann problem in a nodeby node fashion removing some of the ompliations due to geometry. Fora deagration wave, the Riemann problem is not well posed unless thespeed of the deagration, i.e. D, is already given. Lukily, the G-equationfor ame disontinuities (�rst proposed in (Markstein, 1964)) represents aame front as a disontinuity in the same fashion as the level set methodso that one an easily onsult the abundant literature on the G-equationto obtain deagration speeds.6. Inompressible FlowIn multiphase inompressible ow alulations, a variable oeÆient Poissonequation needs to be solved sine the density is usually di�erent (althoughonstant) in eah phase. This equation is not straightforward to solve espe-ially when [p℄ 6= 0 whih is typial for any multiphase ow problem wherethe visosity jumps aross the interfae or surfae tension is present. Themost notable method for solving the Poisson equation is probably the \im-mersed boundary" method (Peskin, 1977) whih uses a Æ-funtion formu-lation to smear out the solution on a thin �nite band about the interfae.However, this numerial smearing has an adverse e�et on the solutionforing ontinuity at the interfae regardless of the appropriate interfaeboundary onditions, i.e. the nonzero jump in the pressure is not au-rately represented. This failing has been overome by a number of authorswho solve the Poisson equation with [p℄ = 0 and then add new soure termsto the momentum equations, see e.g. (Brakbill et. al., 1992), (Unverdi andTryggvason, 1992) and (Sussman et. al., 1994). In the interest of solving theNavier-Stokes equations diretly, i.e. without the addition of soure terms, anew GFM was designed for the variable oeÆient Poisson equation (Liu et.al., 2000) allowing one to solve this equation with both [p℄ and [pn� ℄ as given
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